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NAPE ELECTIONS 2018/19 
 

 

 

 
OFFICER CANDIDATE FOR: ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARY (2018/2019) 

 

 
 

NAME: OTOGHILE CHARLES  
 
Current Employer/Institution: SCHLUMBERGER 
 
Location:  LAGOS 
 
Telephone (Office): +23414485079              Mobile: +2348056997707 
 
Functional E-mail Address (very important): cotoghile@slb.com  
 

 
 

 CONTRIBUTIONS TO NAPE 

 Offices Held: Have been chairman of the Audio-visual subcommittee for the various 
conferences.  

 Contributions: 

 I have been involved in CPC from 2012 till date. 

 I have served and still serving in various committee which include but not limited to the 
following: 

                                 Audio Visual  
                                 Young Professional 
                                 Spouse Program 
                                 African Night  
                                 Technical 
                                 Exhibition  

 I have also been involved in several NAPE UAP activities including the recently organized NAPE 
Mini- Conference hosted by PTI /FUPRE.  

 Have served as technical chair both at the NAPE conference and the Mini conferences. 

 Have also been industrial mentor for various Universities for NAPE Barrel Award from 2012-till 
date. 
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*EDUCATION 

 Schools/ Institutions Attended 
(beginning from most recent) 

Dates 
Attended 

Qualifications 

University of Nigeria Nsukka 2013 MSc Petroleum Geology 

Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University 1995 B.Tech Applied Geology 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 

*PROFESSIONAL/ WORK OF EXPERIENCE/ HISTORY (beginning from most recent) 
Dates: Experience: 

From: 2012 Company: Schlumberger 

To: till date Position: Business development Sub Sahara Africa 

 Involved in the growth of Schlumberger business across Sub-Sahara Africa. Helping clients in optimizing 
their workflows. Proposing new ways of working to improve production either rig less or with rig using 
various technology in the Schlumberger platform application. 

Dates: Experience: 

From: 2005 Company: Paradigm 

To: 2012 Position: 

 Technical Manager West Africa. Managing Paradigm software sales across various companies in West 
African region. Developing high level workflows for clients to showcase how the application can help 
improve their processes. 

Dates: Experience: 

From: 1997 Company: Shell Petroleum Development Company 

To: 2005 Position: Exploration Geologist 

 Involved in Prospect maturation across various fields in the Niger Delta region both onshore and offshore. 
Involved in the development of regional exploration framework for SPDC. 
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DESIRE/PURPOSE TO SERVE NAPE IF ELECTED: 
 
My desire to serve as Assistant General Secretary of NAPE if elected is to contribute towards the 
necessary step change in taking our association to the next level. I will like to see a NAPE that will become 
Global like AAPG, SEG etc. I intend to work closely with all the necessary stakeholders so that the NAPE 
website is robust enough to attract members and non-members i.e. 
 

 Publication of all papers presented from inception till date 

 Short courses 

 Effective communication to all members on all NAPE activities. 
 
I look forward to contributing immensely to the growth on our great association. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


